Heterobaric leaves show heterogeneous pigmentation due to the occurrence of a network of transparent areas that are created from the bundle sheaths extensions (BSEs). Image analysis showed that the percentage of photosynthetically active leaf area (A p ) of the heterobaric leaves of 31 plant species was species dependent, ranging from 91% in Malva sylvestris to only 48% in Gynerium sp. Although a significant portion of the leaf surface does not correspond to photosynthetic tissue, the photosynthetic capacity of these leaves, expressed per unit of projected area (P max ), was not considerably affected by the size of their transparent leaf area (A t ). This means that the photosynthetic capacity expressed per A p (P* max ) should increase with A t . Moreover, the expression of P* max could be allowing the interpretation of the photosynthetic performance in relation to some critical anatomical traits. The P* max , irrespective of plant species, correlated with the specific leaf transparent volume ( t ), as well as with the transparent leaf area complexity factor ( CF A t ), parameters indicating the volume per unit leaf area and length/density of the transparent tissues, respectively. Moreover, both parameters increased exponentially with leaf thickness, suggesting an essential functional role of BSEs mainly in thick leaves. The results of the present study suggest that although the A p of an heterobaric leaf is reduced, the photosynthetic performance of each areole is increased, possibly due to the light transferring capacity of BSEs. This mechanism may allow a significant increase in leaf thickness and a consequent increase of the photosynthetic capacity per unit (projected) area, offering adaptive advantages in xerothermic environments.
Plant tissues or single cells can behave as light guides or transparent windows, transferring light to the neighboring cells. Etiolated hypocotyls and coleoptiles as well as roots may guide light through the vacuoles and the cytoplasm of their cells, acting as bundles of optical fibers (Mandoli and Briggs, 1982 , 1984a , 1984b . Sclereids, i.e. idioblastic cells within mesophyll of some sclerophylls, can also simulate single optical fibers, guiding light through the thick secondary wall to mesophyll areas with insufficient light supply (Karabourniotis et al., 1994; Karabourniotis, 1998) . Thus, these fiber-like cells may contribute to the enhancement of the light microenvironment within internal mesophyll layers (Karabourniotis, 1998) . Moreover, the leaves of some underground growing desert plants possess areas from which photosynthetic parenchyma layers are absent. The epidermis and the underlying water storage tissue in these window-leaved plants are transparent to allow light penetration to the internal chlorenchyma layers (Krulik, 1980) . This anatomical adaptation presumably developed to allow photosynthesis underground so as to reduce water losses and heat load of the leaves.
Heterobaric leaves are characterized by the occurrence of transparent regions in the leaf blade that are easily seen as a network of bright lines on a dark green background under low magnification with transmitted light (McClendon, 1992) . These transparent areas are created because the bundle sheaths of these leaves extend to the epidermis on both sides of the leaf, forming bundle sheath extensions (BSEs), which project as ribs on both surfaces of the lamina (Wylie, 1952; Esau, 1977; Fahn, 1990) . As a consequence, the mesophyll of these plants is separated into many small compartments often termed "areoles" or "BSE compartments" (Terashima, 1992) . Vogelmann (1989) pointed out that BSEs could modify the light microenvironment of the mesophyll layers because these transparent regions may create heterogeneous light gradients within leaves. Quartz fiberoptic microprobes were recently used to monitor the light gradients and the spectral regime along the BSE, as well as along the mesophyll of some representative heterobaric leaves (Karabourniotis et al., 2000) . It was proposed that BSEs, apart from their water conducting (Wylie, 1943; Pizzolato et al., 1976; Mauseth, 1988; Fahn, 1990; Roth-Nebelsick et al., 2001) , mechanical, and protecting (Wylie, 1943; Mauseth, 1988; Lucas et al., 1991; Turner, 1994a; Roth-Nebelsick et al., 2001 ) roles, behave as "transparent windows," transferring visible light to internal layers of mesophyll (Karabourniotis et al., 2000) . It was also found that in certain plant species, the area corresponding to the transparent (and thus nonphotosynthetically active) regions being formed by the BSE might constitute a considerable portion of the total leaf area (Karabourniotis et al., 2000) .
The present study addresses the following questions: Is there any correlation between leaf thickness and some critical anatomical parameters related to the occurrence of BSEs in heterobaric leaves? Is there any correlation between these parameters and photosynthetic capacity? Could the expression of photosynthetic capacity per unit of photosynthetically active leaf area or volume be used to interpret differences in the photosynthetic performance of heterobaric leaves? And does the anatomical character of BSEs confer an adaptive advantage related to the maintenance of adequate photosynthetic activity under stressful or unfavorable conditions?
RESULTS

Anatomical Characteristics of Heterobaric Leaves
Image analysis (see "Materials and Methods") was used to estimate the percentage of photosynthetically active leaf area (A p ) of the heterobaric leaves of a number of representative plant species, monocots or dicots. It was found that A p is species dependent, ranging from 91% in Malus sylvestris to only 48% in Gynerium sp. (Table I) . The non-A p of the leaves of all species examined corresponded to the transparent leaf area (A t ; Fig. 1 ). A t was positively correlated with leaf thickness (r 2 ϭ 0.55; P Ͻ 0.0001; data not shown). Furthermore, the spatial characteristics of the transparent regions of the leaves could be represented in two ways: the transparent leaf area complexity factor ( CF A t ; see "Materials and Methods" and Table II) , which accounts for the length and the degree of branching (in dicots) or density (in monocots) of the BSEs, and the leaf transparent volume to total leaf surface ratio ( t ; see "Materials and Methods" and Table II ), which represents the leaf volume occupied by transparent tissues per unit of leaf surface area. t showed a strong correlation with leaf thickness (Fig.  2) . The same trend was observed when the CF A t was plotted against leaf thickness (r 2 ϭ 0.23; P ϭ 0.0006; data not shown). In both cases, the regression was an (Fig. 2) . This was also the case for the correlations between A t or CF A t and leaf thickness (data not shown). Leaf thickness, apart from its species dependence, can be affected by several environmental factors. We tested the hypothesis that factors affecting the leaf thickness also affect anatomical traits of the heterobaric leaves related to the occurrence of the BSEs. Heterobaric leaves of three xeromorphic species developed under sun or shade conditions were chosen, and their anatomical traits were investigated. It was found that the expected modifications in leaf thickness under the two different light regimes were accompanied by large changes in A p , CF A t , and t parameters (Table III; Fig. 1 ). The shade-developed leaves of the three species examined tended to be thinner, but their A p was higher than that of the sun-developed ones. In accordance with this, the parameters related to the spatial characteristics of the BSEs ( t and CF A t ) of these leaves were higher in the sun-developed leaves compared with the shadedeveloped ones (Table III) .
Factors Affecting the Photosynthetic Performance of Heterobaric Leaves
As A p ranged considerably between species, photosynthetic capacity expressed as oxygen evolution per unit projected leaf area (P max ) should possibly follow a trend proportional to the percentage of the leaf area corresponding to the photosynthetically active parenchyma (i.e. the A p ). Low A p values were observed in leaves that possessed a high proportion of A t and, consequently, P max could be limited in those leaves. However, no correlation was revealed when P max was plotted against A t (r 2 ϭ 0.00; P ϭ 0.7060; data not shown). Such results could only be interpreted by the assumption that photosynthetic capacity expressed as oxygen evolution per unit of A p (P* max ) is increased in leaves with low A p values (thus leaves with high A t values). According to , respectively]). In addition, a positive correlation was found between A t of the examined species and P* max (r 2 ϭ 0.18; P ϭ 0.0177; data not shown). Moreover, using the spatial parameters described above to represent the A t spatial characteristics (see previous section), a positive correlation was found between the CF A t (Fig. 3) or the t and the P* max (r 2 ϭ 0.23; P ϭ 0.0067; data not shown). In addition, P max was not correlated with leaf thickness (r 2 ϭ 0.05; P ϭ 0.5024; data not shown), whereas P* max has shown a much stronger correlation with the same parameter, following an exponential type curve (r 2 ϭ 0.19; P ϭ 0.0570; data not shown). The photosynthetic capacity per unit leaf volume (P max,v ) of the heterobaric leaves of the 31 examined species followed the general trend (inverse first order) described by Roderick et al. (2000) in relation to the leaf thickness (data not shown). Moreover, the photosynthetic capacity per unit of photosynthetically active leaf volume (P* max,v ) showed an increased trend when leaf thickness exceeded 0.30 mm (data not shown). However, in both cases, the correlation was not statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
Factors Related to A p Spatial Characteristics
The data from image analysis showed that A p as well as other related anatomical traits of the hetero- baric leaves are species dependent. Low A p values were observed in xeromorphic species that are adapted to sunny and dry environments such as the Mediterranean one, where water availability may be the main limiting factor for plant growth. Under these conditions, small, thick (with low surface-tovolume ratio), and hard leaves are likely to be favored (Kummerow, 1973; Givnish, 1987; Turner, 1994a Turner, , 1994b . These attributes, although requiring a high construction cost in terms of carbon (Ehleringer and Mooney, 1983) , permit the greatest carbon gain per unit transpirational loss (Givnish, 1987) . Hardening is usually achieved by dense packing of the thickwalled mesophyll cells and the presence of thick protective and well-developed sclerenchymatous tissues. Thickening is usually achieved by adding more layers of palisade parenchyma cells (Kummerow, 1973; Turner, 1994a Turner, , 1994b . However, this type of leaf design could be unfavorable for the illumination of the internal layers of the spongy mesophyll cells if not accompanied by anatomical modifications (Vogelmann, 1993) . According to Cui et al. (1991) , in spinach (Spinacia oleracea) sun leaves, 90% of the collimated visible light at 450 nm was absorbed by the initial 120 m of photosynthetic parenchyma layers. In contrast, in the sclerophyllous sun leaves of Q. coccifera, 90% of the collimated visible light at 430 nm was absorbed by the initial 45 m of photosynthetic parenchyma layers (Karabourniotis et al., 2000) . This means that the chlorophyll concentration profile of Q. coccifera leaves is denser than the corresponding one of spinach leaves. The anatomical construction of the BSEs, as well as their orientation, seems to favor light transferring to the neighboring mesophyll cells.
The occurrence of BSEs, acting as transparent "windows" that enrich the neighboring mesophyll areas with high levels of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR; Karabourniotis et al., 2000) , probably enables considerable leaf thickening without the occurrence of a deficient light regime within internal mesophyll layers. Therefore, it is not surprising that species possessing heterobaric leaves tend to occur at sunny and dry sites, where water availability tends to be a limiting factor (Wylie, 1952; Terashima, 1992) . In the present study, the anatomical parameters related to the occurrence of the BSEs were correlated with leaf thickness. Moreover, the exponential-type curves Table I . Points are means (six samples) and bars denote SE. relating A t (data not shown), t (Fig. 2) , or CF A t (data not shown) with leaf thickness indicate that the optical role of BSEs may only be essential in thick leaves. In actuality, a steep gradient is apparent in all the above relationships after 0.25 to 0.30 mm of leaf thickness. This is more or less the same leaf thickness at which there is an abrupt break in the general composition-morphology relationship for leaves (Roderick et al., 2000) . There is presumably a need for structural and functional modifications in leaves thicker than 0.25 to 0.30 mm. Wylie (1939) has also found that vein density is related to the photosynthetic tissue organization, and that high vein density values are observed in leaves possessing high palisade-to-spongy mesophyll ratios (i.e. thick leaves). The 31 species could practically form two distinct groups based on the relation between leaf thickness and A p spatial characteristics if the above limit is used; group I would bracket the species with leaf thickness up to 0.27 mm, and group II would bracket the species with leaf thickness higher than 0.27 mm. The majority of the 17 species of group II are xerophytic or mesophytic, possessing more or less sclerophyllous leaves, whereas the majority of the 14 species of group I are malacophylous, mainly herbaceous species (Table I) .
According to Wylie (1951) , the mean spacing between BSEs is considerably higher in shade leaves than in thicker sun leaves. Similar results were obtained in the present study. The considerable thickening of the sun leaves of three Mediterranean evergreen sclerophylls was accompanied by a considerable reduction in their A p as well as by increased values of the parameters related to the size (the t ) and complexity (the CF A t ) of the leaf transparent tissues ( Fig.  2 ; Table III ). Therefore, A p and the related parameters show not only interspecific variation as a consequence of species adaptation, but also intraspecific variation as a result of different illumination conditions or other potential environmental factors during leaf expansion. It also seems probable that in both cases, the determinate factor is leaf thickness or, according to Roderick et al. (2000) , the leaf surface area-to-volume ratio. Similar modifications of the leaf functional anatomy have been observed in plants with leaves possessing sclereids that offer a lightguiding function. The number of sclereids per unit leaf surface area in the evergreen sclerophyll species Phillyrea latifolia is significantly increased in the sunexposed leaves when the leaf thickness tends to increase, compared with the shaded leaves (Karabourniotis, 1998). Therefore, it seems probable that maximum absorption may be more important for shade leaves than the moderation of the light gradient (Terashima and Hikosaka, 1995; DeLucia et al., 1996) .
Relationship between A p Spatial Characteristics and Photosynthesis
Photosynthetic rates are commonly expressed as CO 2 uptake or O 2 evolution per unit of time per unit of projected leaf area. Using this basis of expression, variations in photosynthetic rates between plant species or varieties may be interpreted according not only to differences in stomatal or biochemical properties, but also according to the number and the arrangement of the photosynthetically active cells per unit leaf surface area (Nobel, 1991; Austin, 1992) . In heterobaric leaves, photosynthetic parenchyma cells cover a much smaller portion of the leaf surface compared with homobaric leaves and thus, a loss in photosynthetic potential of these leaves (as P max ), proportional to their A t values, is expected. However, according to the results of the present study, P max of these leaves was not considerably affected by the size of their A t . Thus, the decrease in A p is expected to be compensated by an increase in P* max , probably through the light enrichment of each areole.
In the present study, species possessing significantly different A p (like Q. coccifera and J. regia) showed similar P max . It is obvious that the photosynthetic tissue of Q. coccifera functions more efficiently in terms of P* max than that of J. regia, probably due to the additional photosynthetic parenchyma layers, but also due to more efficient enhancement of the light microenvironment within mesophyll of these thick and compact leaves (Karabourniotis et al., 2000) . Therefore, it seems important that the area corresponding to the network of the transparent regions of each heterobaric leaf determines to some extent their photosynthetic capacity. However, the area corresponding to the BSE probably is not the only factor that plays an important role. The improvement of the light microenvironment of the photosynthetic parenchyma layers due to the light transferring function of the BSE may depend not only on the area, but also on the density and/or the portion of leaf volume occupied by these structures. P* max showed a positive correlation with t and CF A t . Thus, the expression of P* max allowed the interpretation of the photosynthetic performance of the heterobaric leaves in relation to some critical anatomical traits. In conclusion, the area, the volume, and the density of BSEs affect, to some extent, the photosynthetic capacity, and that is apparent only if the latter is expressed on a A p basis.
Leaves of evergreen trees and shrubs are considered to have very low photosynthetic capacities relative to those of crop and herbaceous plants (Evans, 1989; Lambers and Poorter, 1992; Hikosaka et al., 1998) . However, according to McClendon (1992) , the occurrence of prominent BSEs is more frequent in trees than in herbaceous plants. It has been also proposed that Mediterranean-climate sclerophylls exhibit low photosynthetic capacities compared with many mesomorphic species (Ehleringer and Mooney, 1983; Turner, 1994a; Larcher, 1995) . Yet the increased venation and probably the occurrence of BSEs, as an anatomical trait, characterize the leaves of these plants (Archibold, 1995) . According to the results of the present study, the referred variations in photosynthetic capacities between some plant groups may be interpreted, at least in part, by the particular anatomical traits of species possessing heterobaric leaves. Thus, the interpretation of correlations of photosynthesis expressed on a projected leaf area or volume basis to structural (e.g. specific leaf area [SLA] , leaf thickness, etc.) or other biochemical and physiological leaf traits, should take into account the different underlying mechanisms or structural complexities of the particular leaves (e.g. homobaric or heterobaric).
According to McClendon (1962) , P max is positively correlated with the leaf density thickness (i.e. leaf fresh mass per unit projected area), but that study did not provide any further information about the kind of the leaves examined (heterobaric or homobaric). In our study, P* max was correlated with leaf thickness, but P max did not show a similar trend. In addition, the increasing trend followed by P* max,v when leaf thickness exceeded 0.30 mm suggests that the optical role of the BSEs is only essential in thick leaves. Thus, the occurrence of high photosynthetic rates in thick leaves could be facilitated by an increase of the A t or transparent leaf volume.
Stomatal patchiness may be an unavoidable byproduct of the rather advantageous heterobaric leaf anatomy (Canny, 1990; Nonami et al., 1990; Beyschlang and Eckstein, 1998) . It has been suggested that the cause of the patchy stomatal closure might be the heterogeneous water status in different parts of the leaf (Terashima, 1992; Beyschlang and Eckstein, 1998) . Although the existence of the BSEs creates a more uniform light environment within each areole, the light regime between different areoles may vary due to the different leaf inclination within the canopy. On the other hand, the relative independence of each areole could permit a different status regarding photosynthetic activity in response to the light intensity as well as stomatal conductance and, therefore, could alter the water status in each compartment. As a result, the developing differences in water status due to the non-uniform photosynthesis could act as a feedback control point in each compartment.
The findings of the present study corroborate the views that the heterobaric leaf anatomy may offer advantages. The existence of BSEs appears to be an adaptation in saving water and in protecting mesophyll against water stress (Terashima, 1992) . The unavoidable reduction of the photosynthetic capacity per projected leaf area of heterobaric leaves due to the occurrence of transparent regions may be compensated from higher photosynthetic rates per A p , due to a higher light availability within mesophyll and/or the occurrence of additional layers of photosynthetic parenchyma cells. The net profit seems to be an improved water economy and a more effective light distribution per areole.
The results of the present study clearly show that variations in certain anatomical-morphological factors of heterobaric leaves contribute to the interpretation of interspecific differences in photosynthetic capacity. However, SLA and nitrogen content are also important factors determining the photosynthetic capacity of the leaves. Numerous ecophysiological studies have showed that independent from differences in climate, soil conditions, and evolutionary history among diverse life forms, there are interspecific relationships between these factors and the photosynthetic performance (Lambers and Poorter, 1992; Reich et al., 1997; Poorter and Evans, 1998; Niimets, 1999; Roderick et al., 1999) . Thus, one may predict the particular photosynthetic capacity from the SLA and nitrogen concentration of the leaves. Therefore, it would be of interest to examine these relationships among the two different functional groups of leaves (homobaric and heterobaric) and to compare the different structural strategies in respect to the photosynthetic performance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material and Sampling Sites
All experiments were performed during the summer of 1998. All cultivated plants were collected from the Agricultural University experimental plantation. The sun and shade leaves of Quercus coccifera, Laurus nobilis, and Arbutus adrachne were collected from naturally grown individuals on Mount Parnis, near Athens, in a mixed pine-oak forest at a 500-m elevation. Sun leaves were collected from plants growing in an open habitat receiving an irradiance of 2,000 mol photons m Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 PAR at midday. Shade leaves (100-200 mol photons m Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 PAR) were collected from plants growing in the pine forest understory or in the interior of the plant canopy. The distance between all sampling sites was less than 300 m. Light intensity measurements were taken by a quantum sensor (LI-188B; LI-COR, Lincoln, NE). In all cases, the leaves were wrapped in plastic bags, put into a portable coolbox, and taken immediately to the laboratory for further measurements.
Microscopic Observations and Image Analysis
An Axiolab Zeiss light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a color CCD camera (ICD-840P RGB; Ikegami Tsushinki, Tokyo) was used for all microscopical observations. Measurements of leaf thickness were taken from hand-cut cross sections of fresh leaves. In pubescent leaves such as those of Quercus ilex and Quercus alnifolia, the thickness of the trichome layer was included in the measurement because it is considered to be optically functional ; and see .
Digital images of the leaf lamina were taken from fresh leaf disc preparations fixed between two microscopic slides, using transmitted light, and were captured with a video board (Pinnacle PCTV; Pinnacle Systems, Braunschweig, Germany) in a PC system as 24-bit red-green-blue with a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. Images were converted to 8-bit gray-scale files and stored in tagged image file format.
Measurements of leaf area classes (i.e. A p and A t ) were made with image analysis software (Image-Pro Plus, version 3.01, Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD) by the following procedure: each image was converted to binary by selecting an appropriate gray-scale value threshold level. The output image was compared with the initial color image to ensure that the discrimination of the leaf surface classes was satisfactory. A p and A t were calculated as the percentage of the total leaf area (Fig. 1, inserts) . The estimation of the two leaf surface classes was based on the assumption that the projected leaf image upon transmitting light is a representation of the mean distribution of the two types of leaf tissues, i.e. the photosynthetic tissue and the transparent tissue. In all cases, the estimation of A t and A p for each species was accompanied by validation using the corresponding cross sections. As a consequence, we assumed that the limits between the two types of tissues are defined by imaginary planes, which are linear and perpendicular to the lamina level.
The CF A t was calculated by multiplying A t by BSEs trace length ( TL BSE). Measurements of the TL BSE were made with a custom computer program developed in Matlab (version 5.1.0.421, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) according to the following steps: A manual threshold level was selected so as to convert the gray-scale images to binary. All BSE traces were displayed while the noise from the A p was kept to a minimum; the limits between the two area classes were smoothed by a noise-reduction filter; small, isolated white objects resulting from random noise were eliminated by an effacement filter; all BSE traces were reduced to a minimum width (1 pixel) by a morph filter; and due to conversion of the BSE areas to one-dimension lines in the previous step, side tails were produced on the traces. For this reason, a second morph filter was used to eliminate all 20-pixel length portions. The final images were composed by single-dimensional (i.e. one pixel wide) objects, which represented the traces of the BSEs (Fig. 1, inserts) .
TL BSE was calculated from the output value after calibration with samples of known length and were expressed as mm mm Ϫ2 leaf area. The computer program is available from the authors on request.
t was calculated as the transparent leaf volume-to-leaf surface area ratio. The transparent leaf volume was calculated by multiplying A t by leaf thickness. Leaf surface area was calculated according to Roderick et al. (1999) .
For the expression of P* max,v , photosynthetically active leaf volume was calculated by multiplying A p by leaf thickness. Terms, symbols, and definitions used in the present study are listed in Table II .
Other Measurements
Photosynthetic capacity was measured with a leaf disc oxygen electrode (Hansatech Instruments, King's Lynn, UK) at 30°C under 1,500 mol m Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 PAR. Because non-uniform photosynthesis over the area of the heterobaric leaves may be attributed to patchy stomatal closure (Terashima, 1992) , photosynthetic rates were measured at saturating (5%, w/v) CO 2 concentration to overcome stomatal limitations (Terashima, 1992; Walker, 1993) .
Statistics
A two-tailed t test was used to determine statistically significant differences in the measurement parameters be-tween samples. Correlation coefficients were determined by regression analysis. 
